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This is likewise one of the factors by obtaining the soft documents of this Lolowa Deception Of Way By by online. You might not
require more time to spend to go to the ebook creation as with ease as search for them. In some cases, you likewise realize not
discover the pronouncement Lolowa Deception Of Way By that you are looking for. It will totally squander the time.
However below, subsequently you visit this web page, it will be appropriately totally easy to acquire as capably as download lead
Lolowa Deception Of Way By
It will not put up with many mature as we run by before. You can complete it though do something something else at home and even
in your workplace. for that reason easy! So, are you question? Just exercise just what we give below as competently as evaluation
Lolowa Deception Of Way By what you as soon as to read!
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The Deception of Allah Volume 1
Usama Dakdok Publlishing, LLC The Deception of Allah is about The faith of Islam The name of this book is taken from Qur'an 3:54,
which says, "plus they deceived and Allah deceived and Allah is the best of deceivers." V1 exposes some of the claims of Muslims
about the Qur'an and scientiﬁc miracles, but In V 2 (Qur'an And Science in Depth) of the book covers the rest of it. The book is made
to be a powerful tool in your hand to prevent any kind of deception can come to you or your family. Muslims are trying to spread Islam
all over USA and the rest of the world by deception, using the ignorance of the Western regarding Islam, and Arabic language, imagine
your son or daughter coming back from school and telling you I became a Muslim, I'm sure you don't want this to happen to your
house and your family, and the best way to prevent it is education, this book is nothing more than masterpiece of education, every
page in this book come with the actual text and sources with real translation, with no Political Correctness and the Totalitarian
Mentality,"The Deception of Allah Volume I" addresses the things you need to know about Islam, basing its information on citations
and quotes from accepted Islamic sources. The author shoots down one myth and misconception after another by revealing exactly
what the Qur'an, Sunnah and Tafsirs (commentaries) say about each subject. The author is a native Arabic speaker He got a degree in
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Islamic Law (Sharia Law) & Civil Law. Which make him qualiﬁed to be a Judge in Islamic court, who has intimate knowledge of the
foundation Islamic texts. He uses this knowledge to address an expansive list of topics representing typical questions or myths about
Islam. The coverage of each topic includes explanation and speciﬁc relevant quotes from Islamic sources. "The Deception of Allah" is a
must read for anyone wanting to understand Islam and its relevance to western civilization. don't forget to get your copy of Qur'an
And Science in Depth. Note you can read Christian Prince books in German, French, Swedish, and very soon in Spanish and Russian.

Sex and Allah
Drugs & the Family
Qur'an and Science in Depth
Its a Complete Study with the Deception of Allah
Quran is the "Word of Allah" as revealed to His Last messenger Muhammad, is what Muslims work hard to prove to us, however
Muslims use science now-days in order to convert as many as they can to Islam, but how truthful such a claim is? can Muslims backup
their science or its nothing but a falsiﬁcation, can the Qur'an be a book of science or Muslims make passages of the Quran by
manipulating verses superﬁcially to resemble the science, this book is going to take you step by step over what is called (The Qur'an
& Modern Science) with in depth examination to ﬁnd out if its Compatible or Incompatible? And while we are doing so; we will go
through a lot of stories in the Qur'an or the Muhammad words(hadith) and we will ﬁnd an answer for each scientiﬁc claim.

Savage Royals
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A Reverse Harem High School Bully Romance
A long time ago, I was one of them. Now I'm back, and they hate me for it. Plucked out of the harsh life I was living and thrust into a
world of unimaginable wealth, power, and privilege, all I want to do is keep my head down and survive until graduation. But they have
other plans--Mason, Finn, Elijah, and Cole. Everyone at my new school calls them the Princes, and that's exactly what they act like.
They always get what they want... and who they want. And they want me. I'm not sure why, since they all seem to hate me. The
Princes are gorgeous, ﬂawless, and cruel. They own this town, and they're determined to own me too. To break me. What they don't
know is that I've already been broken once. I won't let it happen again. ***AUTHOR'S NOTE: Savage Royals is a reverse harem high
school bully romance, the ﬁrst book in the Boys of Oak Park Prep trilogy. It contains cursing and sexual situations.

Pirate Nemesis
Carysa Locke A smuggler running from her past, Mercy desperately wants answers to her mother’s disappearance. All roads lead her
to the one place she can’t return: home. Killers. Thieves. Pirates. Family. Mercy has spent her life evading the Pirate Queen who
attempted to murder her as a child. Now, living as a smuggler with the outlawed Talent of telepathy, she keeps her head down, takes
jobs that keep her moving, and searches for answers about her mother’s disappearance ﬁfteen years ago. But living outside the law
has consequences. Tricked and captured, Mercy must choose between two rival factions: the terrorists who will do anything to exploit
her gifts for themselves, and the pirates she’s been eluding since childhood. Her only ally is the most dangerous killer of them all, and
trusting him may be her ﬁnal mistake. Star Wars meets Fireﬂy in this space fantasy series readers compare to Ilona Andrews and
Nalini Singh.

Dare To Resist
CP Publishing He’s about to ﬁnd a baby on his doorstep … and his assistant in his bed. Austin Prescott is a lot of things. Ex football
player. Sports agent. And as of this morning? Father. Finding a baby on his doorstep should have been a joke but the pink sticky note
and baby carrier she came in is deadly serious. What’s an out of his depth bachelor to do? Call his tempting and beyond gorgeous
executive assistant and beg her to move in. Quinnlyn Stone agrees to help Austin until he can straighten out his messy life. It’s just
another item on her very long To-Do list. It’s absolutely not because she’s attracted to her very single and extremely handsome boss.
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Close quarters. A baby. Undeniable chemistry. What could possibly go wrong?

Until I Die Again
Written Musings Returning from Heaven can be Hell... Chris Copestakes’s young life ends in a second ﬁlled with twisting metal,
shattering glass, and her own terriﬁed cry. Against all odds, she wakes up in a hospital and discovers she’s been given a second
chance. But there’s a catch. A big one. She’s been returned to earth in the body of beautiful Hallie DiBarto, the soon-to-be-ex wife of a
wealthy resort owner. Thrust into an unfamiliar world of glittering prestige, Chris struggles to hide her identity and make a new life for
herself. But the self-destructive Hallie left a legacy of dangerous secrets and angry people for Chris to deal with. And when she ﬁnds
herself falling for Jamie DiBarto—a man both husband and stranger—her new life becomes wonderful and precarious. Because lurking
in the past, both hers and Hallie’s, is a danger that could end it all. Editorial Reviews: ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ "Tina has unforgettable female
protagonists and action-packed, almost haunting plotlines." – Janet Evanovich New York Times bestselling author ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ "A well-written
and absorbing tale, fascinating in its concept and characterizations. Chris's struggles to assume Hallie's identity while modifying her
lifestyle and Jamie's reaction to his familiar yet altered wife make a most enjoyable one-night reading experience!" Anne Cleary,
Paperback Forum ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ "Ms. Wainscott brings a fresh new voice and perspective to romance ﬁction with this charming, emotionally
satisfying novel. An author to watch!" – Jill Smith, RT Book Reviews

Final Serenade
N. N. Britt Author A secret aﬀair with your teenage celebrity crush? Yes, please! Music journalist Cassy Evans believes her career is
made when she snags an exclusive interview with rock singer Frankie Blade. Once a superstar of the generation, Frankie has been a
recluse since a freak motorcycle incident sent his career into a tailspin seven years ago. Now that he's returned to claim back his
crown, Cassy hopes to kill two birds with one stone--secure her magazine a top spot in the rankings and chat with the man of her
adolescent dreams. A dinner invitation isn't what she expects to get out of this interview, but the chemistry between them is
undeniable. With paparazzi watching Frankie's every move as the two jump into a stormy relationship, Cassy risks her career, privacy-and possibly heart--to be with the biggest rockstar on the planet. But is Frankie worth it? Is he a humble man she thinks he is or is he
just that good at hiding his demons? Final Serenade is the ﬁrst book in The Encore installment. Cassy and Frankie's story concludes in
One Last Verse.
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Tempt Me
I ran from home to escape heartbreak, only to deliver myself into the hands of a wolf. Henry Wolf, that is. Heir to a luxury hotel
chain.Infamous playboy.Arrogant bastard.And my new boss.Why he wants me, Abbi Mitchell--a girl who lacks experience on every
front that would matter to him--as his personal assistant, I cannot fathom, especially when I keep messing up in the most spectacular
way.Did I already mention he's a bastard?A beautiful, moody one, who's quick to demand, slow to apologize.And toying with me every
chance he gets. Testing me. Screwing with my head in a way that makes my body crave him.He knows it, and he doesn't hide the fact
that he enjoys doing it.He says he doesn't want me for more than my mediocre computer skills and color-coding ﬂair.He says he's not
willing to risk losing his empire for a tangle in the sheets with "the help." But I'm beginning to think that's a big, dirty lie.

Again, Alabama
Tule Publishing Cammie Laroux is back in Alabama—again. Dragged back to her small town to help her mother recover from surgery
while rescuing the family event planning business should be a cinch. Even for a disgraced television chef, right? Wrong. Among the
many secrets Cammie’s family’s been hiding is the fact that their historic home is falling down. Oh, and the man hired to restore the
house, Grey Harrison, is the same high school and college love of her life who thrashed her heart and dreams ten years ago. Yeah,
that guy. Grey, a widower with a young daughter, has never stopped loving Cammie, and when they are face to face once again, the
chemistry is oﬀ the charts. Cammie may be in full-blown denial, but letting go is no longer in Grey’s vocabulary, even when winning
Cammie’s forgiveness and renovating their love may seem like an impossible build even for a master architect and carpenter. As
Cammie ﬁnds herself forgetting all the reasons she can’t trust Grey or love again, he ﬁnds himself remembering all the reasons he
wants her to stay with him in Alabama… forever.

Remember You This Way
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A Contemporary Rockstar Romance
Can you ever really start over? It's the question that follows Ariana now that she's reunited with the boys from the Sound of Us.
Haunted by the past and her hopefully soon to be ex-husband, Ari is dragged along as the band continues its world tour. Touring the
world together...it's what they all used to dream about. Sold out stadiums and screaming fans, it's everything anyone would want. But
with broken hearts to mend, groupies to ignore, and someone who clearly wants Ariana to leave for good, is their dream more of a
nightmare? Can Ariana discover her own song before it's too late?

Powder of Pearls
(A Twin Forbidden Romance)
Serena and Silver are twin brother and sister. No one else can understand the bond they share. Certain incident deﬁnes the rest of
their lives.

Aces Over Queen
Black Scroll Publications Ltd. To win their queen’s heart, this pair must risk it all. Royan Watson lived by three simple rules: No
regrets, no relationships, and no slowing down. No exceptions. Then steady, reliable, and sexy as hell Owen Connors crossed his orbit,
and Royan’s rules went out the airlock. Astek station is in chaos, and Tianna Astor has been sent to set things right. But no brieﬁng or
data ﬁles could prepare the ice queen of Astek Corp for the secrets, lies, and temptations she’ll ﬁnd out at the edge of civilized space.
Keywords: Cyborg Romance, cyberpunk, alpha heroes, MMF menage, menage romance, bisexual romance.

Eden High
In this epic high school drama, which takes place in one of the wealthiest enclaves of the world. The children of Hollywood's elite
spend eight hours a day behind the walls of Eden High. A lot can happen when you stick the ultra-popular no boundaries or limitations
children of Hollywood royalty together.This is the second series compilation of books 1-6 of the Eden High Series
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Touch of Regret
Autumn Reed The day I truly started to live, I sentenced him to die. At twenty-four, I'd resigned myself to a simple life following in
my mother's footsteps. I would manage the antique shop she left me and marry a kind, stable man. Most importantly, I would never
tell a soul about my psychic abilities. But with a single, intentional touch and a vision of the past, I set events in motion that expose
my secret. I’m part of a world I never knew existed, and my new allies are dismantling my carefully constructed walls. Except, those
walls had a purpose--they kept me hidden. Now, my abilities make me a target. And my mere existence is endangering everyone I
care about. My name is Adele Rose, and I know nothing but regret. **Touch of Regret is the ﬁrst book in a completed slow-burn
reverse harem series.** Topics include: reverse harem, why choose, slow burn romance, friends to lovers, enemies to lovers,
paranormal romance, psychic, psychometry, telepathy, empath, magic

Darkblood Academy
Book One: Half-Blood
Welcome to Darkblood-oops, I mean Darkhen Academy. There are three rules to survive the elite supernatural school: 1. Do not talk or
even look at The Seven, the uber-powerful supes that rule the academy. 2. Never go into the Fae forest on a full moon... or else. 3.
And most deﬁnitely do not fall for one of the extremely hot and unattainable instructors. Too bad I've never really been a rule
follower... A year ago the supernaturals came out of the closet on primetime TV, and about a minute ago I, Luna Hallows, found out I
was one of them-well, a half-blood anyway. So here I am at Darkhen Academy, the only human and no magical abilities to speak of.
The only reason I'm here is because of my father-a man I didn't even know existed until now. He's crazy powerful, and they think I
could be too. But what could I possibly contribute to an exclusive squad of dragon shifters, fae, witches, and vampires? I guess we're
about to ﬁnd out because the merging of the supernatural and human realms isn't going as smoothly as planned. If word gets out that
humans are no longer safe from the supes, our worlds will once again be closed oﬀ. It's up to us to stop that from happening. ***This
is an upper YA/NA crossover with schmexy supernatural guys and is best suited for age 16 and over. Be warned, the steaminess factor
does increase through the course of the series! ***Darkblood Academy is set within the world of Hitched but it's not necessary to read
that series ﬁrst to enjoy this one.
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Three Of A Kind
Black Scroll Publications Ltd

Sold to the Alpha
A Bbw Wolf-Shifter Romance
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform The peace treaty between humans and shapeshifters was signed over a century
ago. One of the consequences is that humans must provide shifters with young brides to give them heirs and ensure the survival of
their species. Today, all over the world, special boarding schools take girls from orphanages and give them the most exquisite
education, preparing them to become brides for the enemy. Sexy, curvy, and conﬁdent, Avelyn is one of those wild souls who will not
be traded oﬀ as livestock. She's determined to do everything in her power to gain her freedom and build a new life far away from
shapeshifters and what society expects of her. Alpha werewolf Max Blackmane is in search of a bride. When he comes to Alma Venus
Boarding School, one of the best schools for shifter brides in the world, he is set on buying a young woman who would bring him
political advantage. When he sees Avelyn, his plans are turned upside down. She's far from what his clan wants him to bring home,
but he can't imagine his life without her. Avelyn uses every trick in the book to convince Max to buy another bride. It doesn't matter
that his perfect body and smooth voice make her weak in the knees. She has a dream, and her dream does not include a wolf-shifter
for a husband and a bunch of wolf pups clinging to her skirts.

The Burning Shadow
Tor Teen #1 New York Times, USA Today, and internationally bestselling author Jennifer L. Armentrout returns to the world of the Lux
with The Burning Shadow, the steamy, shocking second installment of the Origin series that will leave readers reeling. When Evelyn
Dasher crossed paths with Luc, she was thrown headﬁrst into the world of the Lux—only to discover that she was already far more
involved in their world than she ever suspected. Because the Luxen aren’t the only ones with a hidden past. There’s a gap in Evie’s
memory, lost months of her life and a lingering sense that something happened, something she can’t remember and nobody is willing
to tell her. She needs to ﬁnd out the truth about who she is—and who she was. But every answer she ﬁnds only brings up more
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questions. Her search for the truth brings her ever closer to Luc, the Origin at the center of it all. He’s powerful, arrogant, inhumanly
beautiful, extremely dangerous...and possibly in love with her. But even as Evie falls for him, she can’t help but wonder if his
attraction is to her, or to the memory of a girl who no longer exists. And all the while, a new threat looms: reports of a ﬂu-like, fatal
virus that the government insists is being spread by Luxen. A horrifying illness that changes whoever it touches, spreading panic
across a country already at its breaking point. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.

Love at First Fight
This summer was supposed to be spent lounging on the beach, madly in love with my boyfriend. Until he decided to move to
Singapore, and break up with me an hour before his plane left. Now I'm stuck in a Hamptons house share with six of his closest pals,
including his best friend ... who despises me. Since the moment Smith Redﬁeld laid eyes on me, he's hated my guts. I'm serious, I
think the raven-haired restaurateur gets physically sick just being in my presence. And he's never been shy about hiding that fact.
There was the time he cackled when I landed face ﬁrst in a pile of Manhattan trash bags. Or the night I tried to throw my ex-boyfriend
a surprise party, and Smith had strippers crash the bash. Or maybe it was New Year's Eve, when he got in my face and called me a
sheltered goody two-shoes who wouldn't know passion if it smacked me in the lips. He's rooming right next door for the summer
months, and I don't think more animosity could exist than in the hallway of our vacation rental. As if I wasn't already sporting a
bruised ego and broken heart from the way his best friend left me. But the more midnight run-ins we have, the more I can't help but
think about the way his mouth would feel against mine. With each heavy-eyed glance over the dinner table, I'm starting to wonder if
the damaged alpha male doesn't harbor more than just loathing towards me. After all, they say hate is the closest emotion to love.
And with the way we're skating that thin line, it's bound to burn this whole house down.

The Tie That Binds
Morally Decadent
Alternate Paperback Cover A Resolute Playboy Groomed from a young age to become the leader of a maﬁa empire, Enzo Agosti's life
has been nothing but a series of luxurious one-stops around the globe in search of hedonistic gratiﬁcation. Cold and domineering, his
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dazzling looks are his secret weapon--women fall at his feet; and men want to be him. But behind the mask of opulence lay the ruins
of a cynic, a man used to the dark solitude of the ﬂashy public life, and a misanthrope weaned on bloody, depraved lullabies. A Caged
Tiger Timid and meek, Allegra Marchesi has always played the dutiful daughter. Though locked in a cage designed to stiﬂe her
knowledge and keep her in ignorant bliss, Allegra is every jailor's nightmare--she can think and act for herself. And like every prisoner,
she has one goal--freedom. Yet she is but a woman in a man's world, and she is quick to ﬁnd out that far from absolute, there are
degrees to freedom. And love might not be part of the equation.Is she willing to trade one cage for another? Intrigue. Obsession.
Decadence. A hate that bubbles just beneath the surface, it takes one woman to bring Enzo to his boiling point. Yet the intensity of his
explosive emotions might very well prove to be the end of them both. Morally Decadent is an enemies-to-lovers dark maﬁa romance
that spans over a decade. There is NO cheating and the book ends with a HEA for the couple but with a cliﬀhanger for the series. It is
best enjoyed if Morally Corrupt and Morally Blasphemous are read ﬁrst. Please check the triggers before proceeding!

Touch of Fate
Autumn Reed My gloves are coming oﬀ... The Collectors haven't only made my life a living hell; they've made a game out of
tormenting everyone I love. And I refuse to stand for it any longer. I'm committed to using all of the tools at my disposal to end their
reign of terror—even if that means collecting every psychic ability I can get my hands on. With Jameson, Noah, Mason, and Stowe by
my side, and in my heart, I ﬁnally believe in myself and my abilities. My name is Adele Rose, and I'm ready to embrace my fate.
**Touch of Fate is the ﬁnal book in The Collectors, a slow-burn reverse harem series.**

Bully Target
The moment I set foot in Vincenzo Elite High, I can't help but feel like I shouldn't be there. Still, I'm sure I can survive my senior year
and ignore the rich kids who sneer at me because I'm the daughter of a maid and a chauﬀeur. Until I catch the attention of the hottest
and most dangerous boy at school. Oliver Martinelli seems intent on making my life miserable and turning me into his next conquest.
But the last thing I'm going to do is let my bully win. I'll ﬁnd a way to get him to leave me alone, even if I have to ﬁght my growing
attraction to him. This is the ﬁrst installment in the Vincenzo Elite High School series. It is not intended for readers under eighteen
years of age and ends with a cliﬀhanger.
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Blind Bet
Black Scroll Publications Ltd Some rules were made to be broken. Layla Corbin loves her life as a technician on the deep space
asteroid-mining ship, Kessel Queen. Great job, great companions, great money. It would be perfect, except for one small problem. She
wants all four of her sexy crewmates and Mace, the crew chief, made it clear she can have only one – an impossible choice. When
Mace issued that order, he did it to protect his crew. He never imagined that they’d all fall for Layla... An errant bowl of soup and a
moment of drug-induced honesty changes the trajectory of all their lives. It’s time for them to lay their cards on the table. Four men.
Three days. And one chance to win Layla’s heart. **Note from the Author. This is the story that started it all. The ﬁrst story I set in the
Drift Universe, home of both the Drift and Nova Force series. This version of Blind Bet is a re-release with a new cover and
revised/expanded content. Blind Bet is a standalone romance.** Keywords: Cyborg, Reverse Harem, MFMMM menage, unrequited
love, oﬃce romance, alien romance

The Darkest Star
Tor Teen In the world of the Lux, secrets thrive, lies shatter, and love is undeniable. #1 New York Times, USA Today, and
internationally bestselling author Jennifer L. Armentrout brings her trademark drama and intrigue to a new romantic YA science ﬁction
series with The Darkest Star. A girl pulled into in a world she doesn't understand ﬁnds herself confronted by long buried secrets, a
betrayal that could tear her life apart...and Armentrout's most swoonworthy book boyfriend yet. Seventeen-year-old Evie Dasher
knows ﬁrsthand the devastating consequences of humanity's war with the aliens. When she's caught up in a raid at a notorious club
known as one of the few places where humans and the surviving Luxen can mingle freely, she meets Luc, an unnaturally beautiful guy
she initially assumes is a Luxen...but he is in fact something much more powerful. Her growing attraction for Luc will lead her deeper
and deeper into a world she'd only heard about, a world where everything she thought she knew will be turned on its head...

Killing It
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If you're missing KILLING EVE then this is the new
heroine for you
Bonnier Publishing Fiction Ltd. FIRST RUNNER-UP OF THE INAUGURAL 2019 CWIP PRIZE 'Original' Clare Mackintosh 'James Bond
should retire now . . . puts the sass in assassin as it's never been done before' L. S. Hilton *** Killing Eve meets Stephanie Meyer's The
Chemist in this 'unique' (Heat magazine) debut thriller. Meet Lex Tyler. She's a covert operative for Platform Eight, the assassination
department of Her Majesty's Secret Service, and one of the very few women to successfully negotiate the old boy's network of the
espionage world. She's smart, resourceful and very deadly - and she's not your average back-to-work mum. Her new assignment is a
high-stakes hit. Her target: Russian oligarch Dmitri Tupolev. But the more she digs into his life, the more Lex wonders if there isn't a
diﬀerent game going on - one in which she might be an unsuspecting casualty. With her own family now to worry about, Lex needs to
work out who is really pulling the strings, before she too becomes a loose end. In her world, failure is not an option. 'This unique novel
is a thrilling ride' Heat magazine

Essentials of Health Care Finance
Jones & Bartlett Learning Health Sciences & Professions

Complete Physics
Oxford University Press, USA Stephen Pople, one of today's most respected science authors, has created a totally new physics
book to prepare students for examinations. Complete Physics covers all syllabuses due to a unique combination of Core Pages and
Further Topics. Each chapter contains core material valid for all syllabuses. Further Topics at the end can be selected to provide the
right mix of pages for the syllabus you are teaching. Key Points: · Totally new book constructed from an analysis of all GCSE Physics
syllabuses including IGCSE, CXC, and O'Level · Sets the traditional principles of physics in a modern and global perspective and uses
illustrations with a worldwide context · Extra topics to give a truly rounded curriculum · Double-page spread format · Ideal for those
students intending to take physics to a more advanced level
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Touch of Wrath
Autumn Reed They won't get away with this. The last words I spoke before his casket was lowered into the ground have become a
way of life. The Collectors stole too much from me, and I won't rest until vengeance is mine. But plotting against an organization built
on secrecy and coercion is more challenging than I anticipated. In order to make headway, unexpected alliances are formed, and
existing relationships are tested. With the Psych Squad by my side, I'm determined to follow through on my promise. But that kind of
resolve doesn't come without a price. Even as my feelings for Stowe, Noah, and Jameson grow, I continue putting their lives at risk.
And by the time I realize I'm in danger of losing myself, it might be too late to stop what I've set in motion. My name is Adele Rose,
and I know nothing but wrath. **Touch of Wrath is the second book in a slow-burn reverse harem series.**

Flirting with the Rock Star Next Door
"The obnoxious drummer neighbor I reported for noise pollution? Turns out he's the biggest rock star in the country! Oops." I write
romance because true love doesn't happen in real life. My parents' marriage and a string of failed relationships have taught me that.
Then Killian Axelrod moves in next door. He's a rock star, and hot as hell. Wicked blue eyes. A body made for sin. Cocky attitude. If he
was on a romance cover, I'd one-click it without even reading the title. Too bad he's such a pain. He tries to steal my favorite specialty
ice cream. He drums so loud I can't hear myself think. Then comes over in nothing but a towel when his water heater dies so he can
ﬁnish his shower with my hot water. But then he cooks me breakfast. Rescues me from an evil snake. Kisses me like I'm the girl of his
dreams. Sings like I'm the only one in the audience. It doesn't seem to matter to him that I'm not a size two, my yoga pants have
holes, and I don't put makeup on every morning. I know there are no happy endings in real life, but Killian makes my heart ﬂutter and
makes me wonder... Can we have a romance novel ending for real? Flirting with the Rock Star Next Door is a standalone, oppositesattract romantic comedy. It comes with a hot AF rock star who thinks his next-door neighbor is a femme fatale in a T-shirt and yoga
pants, a quirky romance writer with a no-ﬁlter mouth, and lots of banter. Oh, and the sexiest karaoke night ever...which has a lot more
than singing. No cheating, no cliﬀhanger. Just oodles of heat, heart and humor. Grab it today!
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The Boys' Club
A Novel
HarperCollins Sweetbitter meets The Firm in this buzzy, page-turning debut novel about sex and power in the halls of corporate
America. One of Buzzfeed's Most Anticipated Books of 2020, Cosmopolitan's Best Summer Reads of 2020, and the New York Post's 30
Best Summer Books Alex Vogel has always been a high achiever who lived her life by the book—star student and athlete in high
school, prelaw whiz in college, Harvard Law School degree. Accepting a dream oﬀer at the prestigious Manhattan law ﬁrm of Klasko &
Fitch, she promises her sweet and supportive longtime boyfriend that the job won’t change her. Yet Alex is seduced by the ﬁrm’s
money and energy . . . and by her cocksure male colleagues, who quickly take notice of the new girl. She’s never felt so conﬁdent and
powerful—even the innuendo-laced banter with clients feels fun. In the ﬁrm’s most proﬁtable and competitive division, Mergers and
Acquisitions, Alex works around the clock, racking up billable hours and entertaining clients late into the evening. While the job is
punishing, it has its perks, like a weekend trip to Miami, a ride in a client’s private jet, and more expense-account meals than she can
count. But as her clients’ expectations and demands on her increase, and Alex ﬁnds herself magnetically drawn to a handsome
coworker despite her loving relationship at home, she begins to question everything—including herself. She knows the corporate world
isn’t black and white, and that to reach the top means playing by diﬀerent rules. But who made those rules? And what if the system
rigged so that women can’t win, anyway? When something happens that reveals the dark reality of the ﬁrm, Alex comes to
understand the ways women like her are told—explicitly and implicitly—how they need to behave to succeed in the workplace. Now,
she can no longer stand by silently—even if doing what’s right means putting everything on the line to expose the shocking truth.

Wilde Child
Wildes of Lindow Castle
HarperCollins Eloisa James returns to the Wildes of Lindow Castle series with the next Wilde child who runs and joins a theatre
troupe -- and the duke who tries to save her reputation. He wants a prim and proper duchess, not the Wildest of the Wildes! Already
notorious for the golden hair that proves her mother’s inﬁdelity, Lady Joan can’t seem to avoid scandals, but her latest escapade may
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ﬁnally ruin her: she’s determined to perform the title role of a prince—in breeches, naturally. She has the perfect model for an
aristocratic male in mind: Thaddeus Erskine Shaw, Viscount Greywick, a man who scorned the very idea of marrying her. Not that Joan
would want such a dubious honor, of course. For years, Thaddeus has avoided the one Wilde who shakes his composure, but he’s
horriﬁed when he grasps the danger Joan’s putting herself in. Staring into her deﬁant eyes, he makes the grim vow that he’ll keep her
safe. He strikes a bargain: after one performance, the lady must return to her father’s castle and marry one of three gentlemen whom
he deems acceptable. Not including him, of course.

Once in a Full Moon
Harper Collins Popular seventeen-year-old Celeste ﬁnds herself falling in love with a boy from the wrong side of their small,
midwestern town, even though she suspects that he is a werewolf.

Beautiful Rush
After a lifetime of being tailed by her father's bodyguards, Keira Shaughnessy just wants her freedom and independence, and to bond
with her long-lost brothers.On a quest to outrun her past, she turns to illegal street racing. She loves the rush, the hint of danger, and
living just on the edge of losing control. The last thing she needs is a detective tailing her, no matter how hot he is or how much she's
tempted to kiss him. Again. When Deacon Ramsey runs into Keira at a street race, he knows he should stay away. She's reckless.
Dangerous. A perfect storm. He can't aﬀord to blow his cover. And he's not convinced that the daughter of a ruthless criminal can be
trusted. But when Keira's past catches up to her, Deacon just might be the only one who can save her.*Beautiful Rush is Book 3 in The
Beautiful Series but can be read as a complete standalone.

Taming Justice
Deadly games with dangerous men are my only hope. The Miami Knives, the city's most dangerous criminals, have stolen my best
friend. And I'm going to get her back. Growing up on the streets of the city has taught me everything I need to know. I'm no princess,
and there's no knight in shining armor to save the day. When I ﬁnd myself captured by the very men I was hoping to destroy, I'll have
to play their games. Suddenly, I don't just have to save her. I have to save myself, too. But I know them. Hell, I dated the ringleader,
and there may still be a spark between us. That doesn't change anything. Every day will be a ﬁght to survive. Every day, I'll walk that
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razor's edge between life and death. If I don't outwit the Knives, I'm as good as dead. Or maybe something even worse. Killing Eve
meets Sons of Anarchy in this dark romance reverse harem. This is a dark book which is only suitable for 18+ readers and contains
content that some readers might ﬁnd triggering.

Chosen by Darkness
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform All my life, I've never ﬁt in. Since the accident, I went from foster home to foster
home until I just ran away. I thought life would always be like that. Scraping by, barely living. That is, until I was chosen. The Ravanas
saved me. They brought me to The Fort so I could become a part of their world. Wanted. Secure. Training to be their human guardian
was the only way they could let me in. Except, it's also the most dangerous. Now, we all have enemies--even me. Together, we must
ﬁght to keep the bond between us, or lose the most precious gift I've ever received.

Salt for Air
Greek mythology meets The Little Mermaid in this delicious fantasy novel about a quiet, nerdy girl who meets a mer prince in her
bathroom. Perfect for fans of The Heroes of Olympus and the Lux series. Seventeen-year-old Ellie dreams of mermen. She writes
fanﬁction about them and spends time in underwater kingdoms in her imagination, trying to escape the sad reality: she is an orphan.
And not only that, but she's bullied every day at school -she's a nerd, she hates sports, she loves books and she used to be
overweight. What's not to bully?One day, the bullies go too far. They try to drown her, but at the last minute an otherworldly creature
shows up in the water. He keeps her breathing and tells her to live: "How will you be able to save anyone if you can't even save
yourself?"She thinks it was a dream, but the emerald-eyed merman boy who rescued her appears in her school the next day. Is he
really the exiled prince of an ancient kingdom that's on the brink of utter destruction? And is he asking her to save him? Or is
something far more sinister and deadly lurking in the water that surrounds her little Greek town?When myth and reality collide, can
love save their lives?

Unique, Diﬀerent, Found
"We're free. I'm free. Never again will we have to face the Moonlight pack." Beaten, punched, slapped, kicked, tortured. That was
Celina's life with the pack who was supposed to take care of her. She was nothing but their slave. And then one day, she decided that
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it had to stop. She would run away. And she did. And when she shifted, little did Celina know that she was the last pure white wolf in
the world. Or that she was special. She just knew she was diﬀerent. Axel was everything the alpha of her old pack was not. He was
strong, powerful, demanding. And apparently, he was the only pitch black wolf left in the world. And when little Celina ran through his
territory, he knew he was hers forever. Running away seemed to be the best decision she ever made, but will a destiny that was
foretold long before she was born rip her apart about things in her past? Or will she show everyone she's not the weak girl her old
pack made her to be?
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